Stainless steels are ideal for sustainable structural performances due to their excellent corrosion resistance, appropriate mechanical properties, aesthetic appearance and easy maintenance.
INTRODUCTION
The use of stainless steel structural elements in construction has been increasingly spread in the last years as a result of its excellent corrosion resistance, easy maintenance, good mechanical properties and aesthetic appearance. Nevertheless, the utilization of these alloyed materials is still restrained by their needs of high initial investments. Ferritic stainless steels, with lower nickel content, are cheaper and more price-stable than the most usual austenitic grades, but still maintaining a significant corrosion resistance, good ductility, formability and impact resistance.
Besides, as all stainless steel grades present a nonlinear stress-strain behaviour and a considerable strain hardening, the extension of EN1993-1-1 [1] specifications for carbon steel to stainless steels needs to be carefully developed and thus, EN1993-1-4 [2] statements are usually too conservative. Therefore, the development of specific and efficient guidance is key for the widespread usage of this material.
The behaviour of stainless steel columns has been briefly studied through experimental and numerical studies during the last decade, especially focused on the most usual austenitic grades.
Thus, existing investigations regarding ferritic beam-columns is very limited, although some numerical analysis are available in very recent literature. Consequently, EN1993-1-4 [2] specifications for the consideration of the flexural buckling resistance of ferritic stainless steel columns still need to be studied, so as the interaction expressions for beam-columns. Some new approaches have been proposed for the consideration of the shape of the bending moment diagram and their applicability has been studied for different stainless steel grades and crosssectional types.
In order to complete this research, a comprehensive experimental programme on ferritic stainless steel RHS and SHS beam-columns will be conducted by the authors and this paper gathers the derived previous research works. Thus, the numerical studies concerning the buckling behaviour of ferritic stainless steel columns subjected to combined loading are presented, together with the assessment of the existing design approaches in order to investigate the efficiency of the coefficients used in such methods. Their reliability is hence strengthened and some modifications suitable to the ferritic stainless steel members will be eventually suggested to offer new ways apt to strike a balance between safety, conciseness of application and conservatism.
The process leading to the development of the current paper has involved different stages such as the study of the numerical modelling of structural ferritic stainless steel elements considering material and geometrical nonlinearities and imperfections, the study of the constitutive equations for ferritic stainless steels and the comparative analyses between the results derived from the numerical models and those obtained by using different design formulae.
FLEXURAL BUCKLING
A brief review of the different expressions available in the literature for the consideration of the flexural buckling of stainless steel beam-columns is presented in this section. Together with the expressions codified in EN1993-1-4 [2] , some representative research works where this phenomenon is investigated are also described.
EN 1993-1-4 approach
The expressions for the consideration of the flexural buckling behaviour of stainless steel columns currently codified in EN1993-1-4 [2] are presented herein, both for axial compression and for the interaction of axial compression and bending moment. Regarding the design of columns, the general method established in EN1993-1-1 [1] for carbon steel is considered also for stainless steel elements, where their different behaviour is accounted by defining different buckling curves and limiting slenderness than those codified for carbon steel. where A is the cross-sectional area (for Class 4 slender sections, the effective area is used),  0.2 is the 0.2% proof stress,  cr is the Euler elastic critical load for flexural buckling and  M1 is the instability partial safety factor. Those elements subjected to combined uniaxial bending and compression should also satisfy, according to EN1993-1-4 [2] , the interaction equation given by Eq. (5) for those members not influenced by lateral-torsional buckling, where i refers to y or z axis and the interaction factor k i can be determined according to Eq. (6). is the shift in the neutral axis when cross-section is subjected to uniform compression for Class 4 cross-sections.
Alternative design approaches
The literature used throughout the development of this paper regards some numerical-analytical works reported by international research groups for the determination of the flexural buckling capacity of stainless steel columns and the evaluation of elements subjected to bending and axial compression.
Lopes et al. [3] conducted a numerical study on austenitic stainless steel I columns subjected to compression, where the expression given in EN1993-1-4 [2] was evaluated and a new proposal was made by slightly modifying it in order to ensure conservative results, presented in Eq. (1)-(4), but considering =1.5. Lopes et al. [4] followed with the analysis extending it to I beamcolumns considering different stainless steel grades and bending moment diagrams. The two methods proposed in EN1993-1-1 [1] for carbon steel were considered, in addition to the expressions codified in EN1993-1-4 [2] , and a new equation considering the shape of the bending diagram was proposed for the evaluation of stainless steel columns. This new proposal is described by Eq. (7)- (10) .
A recent research by Jandera and Syamsuddin [5] extended this study to rectangular and square hollow sections (RHS and SHS) and I stainless steel columns, also considering different bending moment diagrams and stainless steel grades. The proposal for I sections published by Lopes et al. [4] was found to be unsafe for the analysed cases, but with a low scatter, and a small modification of the expression was proposed: multiplying the expression given in Eq. (7) by 1.2 and omitting the upper and lower bounds. However, the proposal was limited to axial force and strong-weak axes bending of members which were not influenced by lateral-torsional buckling.
Greiner and Kettler [6] also investigated the behaviour of austenitic and duplex stainless steel I, rectangular hollow section (RHS) and circular hollow section (CHS) elements subjected to combined axial compression and uniform bending diagrams through a numerical study. It was concluded that the interaction behaviour of stainless steel members under combined loading can be well represented by interaction formulae of the same structure as for carbon steel, although specific buckling coefficients and interaction factors need to be considered.
Additionally, a new interaction expression for the interaction factor k i given by Eqs. (11)- (12) was proposed for cold-formed RHS.
Hradil and Talja [7] investigated the influence of different material parameters of the constitutive equation for stainless steels defined in EN1993-1-4 [2] on the ultimate buckling resistance of RHS columns. The consideration of the effect of the material nonlinearity was proposed by a new method based on the Ayrton-Perry model. The evaluation of the different buckling curves was later conducted by an extensive numerical analysis in Hradil et al. [8] ,
where it was concluded that for cold-rolled sections, the effect of the considered material properties (virgin material strength, flat part strength or average strength) strongly affects the applicability and suitability of the current buckling curves.
Partial resistance factors for the design of stainless steel elements were re-evaluated by Francis and Baddoo [9] after collecting and analysing a large body of laboratory test data on stainless steel structural members. These experimental data were statistically analysed according to Annex D of EN1990 [10] and compared to the ones currently codified in EN1993-1-4 [2] . The analysis showed that a potential problem exists with RHS members in compression. For austenitic stainless steel a reasonable partial resistance factor was achieved ( M1 =1.1), but for duplex and ferritic stainless steels  M1 =1.2 would appear to be more appropriate. Given the number of test data available, this could also be an indication that the buckling curve is too high. Hence, further interpretation of the results and discussion is needed.
Thus, this present investigation intends to confirm the different methods presented herein and to extend them to ferritic stainless steel hollow sections subjected to non-uniform distribution of bending moment through a comprehensive numerical study.
NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION
The model employed throughout the present investigation was based on finite element method (FE) since it has been extensively demonstrated that it can be considered a method able to give the efficiency, accuracy and versatility necessary to solve nonlinear problems in engineering.
This section includes the presentation of the general basis of numerical model made to simulate the structural behaviour of stainless steel columns. Both geometrical and material nonlinearities were considered in the models generated by the general purpose FE software Abaqus.
General considerations
RHS and SHS columns with different geometries have been analysed in this work. Regarding boundary conditions and loads, a scheme of pin-ended beam subjected to combined loading at the top end was developed, introducing the loads as imposed displacements. At both ends the rotational degree of freedom around the axis of buckling was not restrained as well as the vertical translational degree at the loaded end.
Due to the thin-walled nature of the examined sections, shell elements were employed with the aim to discretize the models, as they are able to support both membrane (where axial forces appear in the mid-surface of the element) and bending actions (typically developed in plates) consistent with classical shell theory. The effectiveness of this choice was confirmed by previous studies and investigations [11] - [15] . Therefore, the finite element used is S4R, or rather, a 4-noded doubly curved shell element with reduced integration.
Since the constitutive models are mathematical equations that, together with equilibrium and compatibility equations, are absolutely essential to determine the relations between stresses, strains and displacements in a structure, it is necessary to evaluate them accurately. Thus, it is important to analyse the features of the materials in order to choose the constitutive model which better reproduces the real behaviour of the material which is purpose of the analysis.
When no measured experimental stress-strain curves were accessible, the behaviour of stainless steel was modelled using the material model proposed by Mirambell and Real [16] and the expressions reported in Arrayago et al. [17] for the determination of the different material parameters from the three basic parameters reported. The enhancement of the mechanic characteristics along the section due to the hardening of the material during the deformation and the operation of cold-forming was also considered in the FE models, where the region affected by the enhancement was considered to involve also a zone belonging to the flat parts adjacent to the curved portions of the corners and equal two times the thickness of the section, [13, 15] .
Model validation
The adequacy of the developed model to reproduce the response of actual stainless steel columns is checked in this section. The first step in the validation process was to develop a convergence study in order to investigate the behaviour of the model in terms of accuracy and computational cost, by increasing the mesh density. The second step was to compare the experimental results of a stainless steel column subjected to a compressive axial load with the numerical results derived from the corresponding FE model. Experimental results on austenitic stainless steel columns published by Theofanous and Gardner [18] and those on ferritic columns conducted by Afshan and Gardner [19] were considered in the comparison. All the measured geometric properties and key material parameters are reported in the original publications, and were used to develop the FE models.
The shape of the initial global geometric imperfection was derived from a linear eigenvalue buckling analysis, while the following imperfection amplitudes e 0 were adopted in the study in order to see how the analysis was influenced by the initial global imperfection: L/500, L/1000, L/1500 and L/2000, where L is the total length of the column.
The comparisons between the experimental and FE results in terms of load-lateral deflection curves are presented in Figure 1 for a SHS column and a RHS column considering both major (Mj) and minor (Mi) axes column from [18] and a SHS column from [19] . All the considered columns were tested under pin-ended conditions and the total length of the specimens was 1200mm for 80x40x4-Mj and 80x40x4-Mi columns, 2000mm for 60x60x3 and 1577mm for 80x80x3. Table 1 also presents the numerical-to-experimental ultimate load ratios and the corresponding lateral deflection ratios for each considered initial global imperfection amplitude. It is worth mentioning that the best results are obtained using the imperfection amplitude L/1500, which coincides with the total imperfection amplitude measured in the tested specimens, as reported in [18] and [19] . Comparison between FE models and experimental results for RHS and SHS subjected to flexural buckling for L/1500 imperfection amplitude [18] and [19] For the specimens considered from the experimental programme described in [18] , numerical results obtained herein have also been compared to those FE curves published in the original paper, and are plotted in Figure 2 . FE models from both analyses compared in this figure consider an initial global imperfection amplitude of L/1500, which was that observed during the tests. Table 1 demonstrate that the results derived from the numerical model are in good agreement with the experimental and numerical results presented by [18] and [19] .
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEEL COLUMNS SUBJECTED TO COMBINED LOADING

Introduction
In order to better understand the response of stainless steel columns subjected to combined loading, some experimental tests will be carried out at the Laboratori de Tecnologia d'Estructures Lluís Agulló, at Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), which will contribute to the study of the interaction between axial compression and bending moment in ferritic stainless steel RHS and SHS columns. Before conducting the experimental programme, an exhaustive numerical analysis was conducted in order to identify the key aspects of the phenomena and provide an adequate test planning. The FE study consisted of the cross-sections
and element lengths to be tested, although several additional loading cases were also included, with different load eccentricities and bending moment distributions: constant, triangular and bitriangular distributions, =1, =0 and =-1 respectively, where is the end bending moment ratio. Three cross-sections were analysed: 80x80x4, 80x40x4 and 70x50x2. For each bending distribution, different eccentricities were considered, ranging between 0-500mm and providing several axial compression-to-bending moment ratios. Thus, a database of more than 170
numerical results was considered.
For RHS, buckling around minor and major axes was considered; in the first situation the column was left free to buckle around the minor axis, while in the second case, the rotation around it was restrained in order to force the column to bend around the major axis. In any case, the ultimate axial load N u resulting from the numerical analysis was multiplied by the corresponding imposed eccentricity in order to obtain the corresponding ultimate bending moment M u . Concerning load eccentricity, it was always placed in the plane of the initial global imperfection in such a way to increase the displacement in that plane. The stability problem was analysed in two steps: an initial eigenvalue analysis for the determination of the shape of the initial imperfection and a second GMNIA analysis including material and geometrical nonlinearities to study the behaviour of the structure once the buckling has taken place, or rather the post-critical behaviour.
The geometric and material properties of the studied specimens are presented in the following section, together with some considerations regarding the determination of the initial imperfection amplitude.
Geometry and material definition
Three different cross-sections, including one SHS 80x80x4 and two RHS columns, 80x40x4
and 70x50x2, with a nominal length of 1500mm were considered in the study. Table 2 presents the average measured key geometrical parameters, where L is the total length of the specimens, H is the total height, B is the total width, t is the thickness and R ext is the external corner radius.
The definition of the geometrical parameters is presented in Figure 3 . Table 2 . Average measured dimensions.
Cold-forming processes have a great effect on the behaviour of the cross-sections as the plastic deformations endured, especially in the corner parts, cause material property enhancement.
Hence, the material behaviour of the different cross-sections was characterized by conducting some tensile tests on coupons extracted both from the flat (F) and corner (C) parts of the crosssections, as presented in Figure 3 . Two flat specimens and two corner coupons were tested in the technical laboratories of Acerinox for each analysed cross-section according to the specifications gathered in ISO 6892-1 [20] . Average key material properties of the flat and corner regions of each cross-section are shown in Table 3 , where E is the Young's modulus,  0.05 and  0.2 are the proof stresses corresponding to 0.05% and 0.2% plastic strains respectively,  u is the ultimate tensile stress,  u is the corresponding ultimate strain,  f is the strain at fracture and n and m are the strainhardening parameters corresponding to the material model proposed by Mirambell and Real [16] . These values have been obtained from the actual stress-strain curves measured during the tensile tests through a software developed by the authors and described in Real et al. [21] and Arrayago et al. [17] that permits to obtain the values of these key material properties. Young's modulus values reported in Table 3 for corner coupons are significantly lower than for flat specimens and those expected for this ferritic stainless steel grade. This is probably due to the complex geometry of the corner coupons and the difficulties associated with the gripping process in the test machine, which might have introduced unexpected bending effects and reduced the apparent Young's modulus.
Additionally, the experimental ultimate strain values have been compared with those calculated from the expression codified in EN 1993-1-4, Annex C [2] , which are found to be too optimistic for the analysed cold-formed ferritic coupons. However, this expression was based on austenitic and duplex stainless steel grades, which exhibit more ductile behaviour than ferritics do. Table 3 . Average tensile test results for flat (F) and corner (C) parts.
The different behaviour of flat and corner parts of cross-sections can be easily considered in the analysis of the results by determining the weighted average material properties as established in [7] . The value of the material parameter to be calculated is assigned to the relevant part of the cross-section and weighted according to the area referred to the total area of the cross-section.
The weighted average material properties of the different cross-sections presented in this paper are summarized in Table 4 Membrane residual stresses were found to be relatively insignificant in stainless steel hollow sections by Cruise and Gardner [22] and bending residual stresses are considered to be inherently present in the material properties when measured stress-strain curves are considered in FE models. Therefore, no residual stresses have been explicitly introduced into the models.
Cross-sectional classification
European Standard EN1993-1-4 [2] for the design of structural stainless steel elements accounts for the effect of local buckling through the cross-section classification concept given in EN1993-1-1 [1] , where for each cross-section, the part subjected to compression and the part subjected to bending and compression need to be identified. During the design approach it is simple to evaluate the class of each part belonging to the whole cross-section simply using the design axial compression load N Ed in order to define the part of the element subjected to compression, which is generally accounted through the  parameter.
The assignment of a certain class indicative of its sensitivity to local buckling is conducted by comparing certain limits with the c/t slenderness of the most slender constituent plate element, considering both key geometrical and material properties of the studied element, where c is the width or depth of a part of a cross-section, t is the element thickness and  considers material properties, defined as =[(235/ 0.2 )·(E/210000)] 0.5 , and E is the Young's modulus. The different class limits depend on this  parameter that accounts for the compressed part of the cross-section, and usually estimated from the design axial compression load N Ed . When predicting the ultimate capacity of a cross-section, this axial compression load is unknown, and the  parameter cannot be calculated.
Thus, it was decided to evaluate separately the class of each cross-section under compression and under bending moment, in order to obtain the values of the corresponding area A and the section modulus W, respectively. Therefore, the gross area was assigned to those cross-sections classified as Class 1, 2 or 3, the effective area to Class 4 cross-sections, and in bending, the plastic section modulus W pl was assigned to the elements which resulted to be in Class 1 and 2, meanwhile, for Class 3 cross-sections, the elastic section modulus W el was adopted. Finally, for Eqs. (13)- (14), in a similar manner to the treatment of the entire cross-section presented in the previous section, but only referred to the flat parts. These flat parts are considered to be composed by the flat material in the central parts and by the hardened steel in the two segments adjacent to the curved portions at the corners, each one of width equal to 2t, where t is the thickness of the section. Similar assumptions were adopted in [13, 15, 18] .
Determination of global initial imperfections
The ultimate capacities of ferritic stainless steel RHS and SHS columns subjected to combined loading were obtained by conducting numerical nonlinear analyses, considering both material and geometrical nonlinearities. The determination of the shape of the global initial imperfections was derived from a linear eigenvalue buckling analysis, whereas the amplitude of these imperfections e 0 needed to be carefully defined.
Since EN1993-1-4 [2] for stainless steels provides no specific methodology for the determination of the initial imperfection amplitude, the procedure gathered in EN1993-1-1 [1] for carbon steel elements and given by Eqs. (15)- (16) 
RESULTS AND DESIGN APPROACH ASSESSMENT
The assessment of the different design approaches codified in EN1993-1-4 [2] and proposed in the literature is presented in this section through a comparison of the predicted ultimate capacities with those obtained from FE analysis. First, the flexural buckling resistance is assessed, followed by the analysis of the interaction expressions for combined compression and bending moment load situations, where the different methods are assessed and the interaction coefficient k is studied.
Assessment of flexural buckling resistance N b,Rd
FE results for RHS and SHS columns subjected to compression and their comparison with the different approaches are illustrated in this section, where the expression codified in EN1993-1-4 [2] , described by Eqs. (1)- (4) with =1 and the one proposed by Lopes et al. [3] for austenitic stainless steel I columns, with =1.5, are analysed. For RHS, the flexural buckling behaviour regarding major (Mj) and minor (Mi) axes has been analysed. The assessment of both approaches is presented in Table 5 , where the predicted-to-numerical ultimate load ratios are gathered, together with the mean values and the coefficients of variation (COV.). The partial safety factor  M1 , which is partly related to the dispersions resulting from the material and geometrical properties, equal to unity and the one codified in EN1993-1-4 [2] have been considered. Regarding material properties, the experimental ones presented in section 4.2 and those provided in EN1993-1-4 [2] , named nominal, have been adopted. The experimental and nominal values of the key parameters for the ferritic grade EN1.4003 are presented in Table 4 .
The most relevant situations are those where the nominal material properties are considered together with a partial safety factor  M1 =1.1, which is the value a designer would get, and those where the experimental material properties are combined with a partial safety factor  M1 =1.0 for evaluating the design expressions themselves. However, the four situations have been considered for comparison. Table 5 . Assessment of flexural buckling resistance of ferritic stainless steel columns for different approaches,  M1 values and material properties. Table 5 demonstrates that, as previously highlighted by other authors [3, 23] , the method for the determination of the ultimate flexural buckling capacity of ferritic RHS elements currently codified in EN1993-1-4 [2] overestimates the actual response of some of the columns (80x40x4), even when  M1 =1.1 is considered. It can be additionally highlighted that the adoption of nominal material properties coded in EN1993-1-4 [2] also provides unsafe predictions of the ultimate capacities of some of the considered elements, such as 80x40x4-Mi.
Regarding the new proposal suggested by [3] , the predictions of the ultimate capacities are more accurate (as the =1.5 parameter shifts down the considered buckling curve) and most of them remain on the safe side. The considerable differences between considering the nominal or experimental material properties are mainly caused by the different  0.2 values considered:  0.2 =280MPa for nominal material properties, whereas  0.2 values between 500-580MPa are adopted when experimental properties are used, which also influences on the determination of the relative slenderness  .
Some uncertainties about the value of the partial safety factor  M1 are therefore appreciated in Table 5 as the specifications coded in EN1993-1-4 [2] approach seem to be non-conservative for few cross-sections, regardless the considered material properties, as established by Francis and Baddoo [9] before. Thus, the possibility of recommending a higher factor should be considered after conducting more extensive experimental and numerical investigations in order to provide an acceptably low probability of failure.
Assessment of the approaches for combined loading
The main objective of the research work presented in this paper is, as highlighted before, to conduct a comprehensive preliminary numerical analysis on ferritic RHS and SHS elements subjected to combined axial compression and bending moment in order to assess the applicability of the existing design approaches. Besides different cross-sections, several bending-moment distributions have been considered (constant, triangular and bi-triangular distributions, =1, =0 and =-1 respectively), including different load eccentricities. FE results have been therefore compared to those calculated by the different approaches presented in section 2 in order to evaluate them as capable of representing the flexural buckling behaviour of these elements.
Discussion and assessment of EN1993-1-4 approach
The interaction expression codified in EN1993-1-4 [2] has been evaluated, as in previous section, attending to two different material property definitions, nominal and experimental values gathered in For assessing the design provisions, proportional loading was assumed and the ratio by which each FE data point exceeded or fell short of its respective design interaction curve was calculated and denoted U. Note that a value of U greater than unity indicates an unsafe prediction of the ultimate capacity. These ratios have been calculated according to Eq. (17) and the graphical definition is also presented in Figure 5 . Figure 5 . Graphic definition of U parameter for the assessment of design approaches. Table 6 gathers the assessment of the interaction expression codified in EN1993-1-4 [2] through the U parameters for the consideration of both nominal material properties with Table 6 . Assessment of EN1993-1-4 design approach considering different material properties for ferritic RHS and SHS beam-columns.
Concerning Table 6 , it can be highlighted that given the fact that Eqs. (5)- (6) However, some unsafe predictions, especially when experimental properties are assumed, need to be carefully studied. 
Discussion and assessment of alternative design approaches
The different approaches available in the literature for the consideration of the combined axial compression and bending moment and presented in section 2 have been assessed in order to identify the most appropriate one for ferritic RHS and SHS elements. Interaction expressions proposed by Lopes et al. [4] , Jandera and Syamsuddin [5] and Greiner and Kettler [6] have been assessed by comparing the predicted and numerical ultimate loads. The different interaction expressions, and specially, the k interaction factors, were proposed considering the ultimate flexural buckling and bending moment resistances calculated from FE analysis, so they usually describe just the shape of the interaction curves between the end-points of the pure axial compression and pure bending moment resistances, without influencing the end-points themselves. Therefore, the numerical flexural buckling and bending moment resistances have been adopted in this section, together with the partial safety factor equal to 1.0, for the assessment of these interaction expressions. Note that the correct combined section capacity can only be correctly predicted when the flexural buckling and bending resistances are accurate and therefore, calculating these resistances according to EN1993-1-4 [2] specifications considering cross-sectional classification would lead into different results.
It is also important to note that the interaction expression proposed by Lopes et al. [4] was derived for I sections, where the behaviour relative to both principal axes needs to be considered separately. However, when this approach is evaluated for the RHS and SHS crosssections analysed herein, no distinction between y-y and z-z axis has been considered, using Jandera and Syamsuddin [5] and Greiner and Kettler [6] in Figure 10 . Table 7 . Assessment of different design approaches for ferritic RHS beam-columns. Table 7 , together with Figure 10 [4] , Jandera and Syamsuddin [5] and Greiner and Kettler [6] .
Interaction factor k
The analysis carried out in the previous section demonstrated that the most appropriate approach for the evaluation of the combined loading conditions on ferritic RHS and SHS beamcolumns is that proposed by Lopes et al. [4] , as it is the method that provides quite accurate results with low scatter. As this proposal was derived from an analysis on austenitic stainless steel I sections, this paper intends to adjust this k interaction factor to ferritic RHS elements in a similar way to what was presented by Jandera and Syamsuddin [5] .
The method for this adjustment is slightly different from the one followed in Jandera and
Syamsuddin [5] , where a unique constant was used in the recalibration. The expression used in the adjustment in this work is Figure 11 presents the predicted-to-numerical interaction factor ratios depicted against the numerical compression loads normalized by the FE flexural buckling resistances. Even though the formula gives a good concordance, it could lead to unsafe results, mainly related to the linear bending moment distribution of columns subjected to low bending. Conversely, the variation of the interaction factor is less important when the member is mainly compressed, and so when low bending moments are treated. The assessment of this new expression for the interaction factor k is presented in Figure 12 and 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH WORKS
A comprehensive numerical study on the behaviour of ferritic stainless steel RHS and SHS columns subjected to flexural buckling is presented in this paper. The expressions for the determination of the ultimate flexural buckling capacity currently available have been analysed and the different interaction approaches for combined axial compression and bending moment loading conditions have been also assessed. These numerical studies support an experimental programme that will be soon conducted in ferritic stainless steel RHS and SHS elements under combined loading.
The partial safety factor  M1 currently coded in EN1993-1-4 [2] has been found to provide unsafe ultimate flexural buckling resistance predictions, even when nominal material properties are considered, and the possibility of recommending a higher partial safety factor should be considered, as already established by Francis and Baddoo [9] . The analysis of the alternative design approaches highlighted that the consideration of the bending moment diagram shape into calculation is essential in order to correctly estimate the ultimate capacity of these elements, since the approaches proposed by Lopes et al. [4] and modified by Jandera and Syamsuddin [5] seem to be the most appropriate ones. Additionally, new coefficients for the k interaction factor to ferritic RHS and SHS elements based on [4] has been proposed in this paper.
Conclusions extracted from this numerical study should be verified and more deeply analysed by the corresponding experimental tests, in which more cross-sections may also be included.
The corresponding parametric study and statistical validation should be then conducted for the recommendation of a different  M1 factor and a new interaction factor proposal, in order to provide an acceptably low probability of failure.
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